When fully digital printing was invented for laser printers, halftoning meant to convert grayscale images into black and white pixels that were directly realized by printers.
Threshold Quantization
The easiest way to convert a given grayscale image into black and white pixels is to use a threshold, typically half of the highest intensity. Doing so, the resulting image shows large black and white areas (cf. Fig. 3 .2(a)). A random variation of the threshold avoids such large areas but introduces noise ( Fig. 3.2(b) ). Each decision if a pixel is represented in white or in black introduces a visual error. If the threshold is randomly varied, this error statistically averages and the overall image appears in the right tonal values. However, the noise remains and thus better techniques were developed.
Floyd and Steinberg [3] invented error diffusion for halftoning. When representing a pixel in white or black, the error in grayscale is determined and diffused to the neighbor pixels. The simplest case is one dimensional (cf. Algorithm 3.1), here a line of pixels is processed left to right and the error is diffused to the right neighbor.
In Fig. 3 .3(a) the result of one-dimensional Floyd Steinberg quantization is shown. Vertical patterns appear since for every line almost the same error is distributed leading to almost the same patterns in every line. The two-dimensional 
variant of the algorithm (see Algorithm 3.2) avoids such patterns since here the error is not just distributed to the right neighbor but to the local neighborhood of the pixel.
Here four pixels around the current pixel are updated. The error is distributed with individual weights that were found by experiments. Many other halftoning techniques have been developed. Screening techniques imitate Meisenbach's superposition of an image with a repeating structure of varying width. A dither kernel (a small matrix of threshold values) that is repeatedly placed on the input image. Since the threshold values repeat regularly, the image impression is also more regular than with error diffusion.
Stippling
Stippling is an illustration technique that relies on dots. In contrast to halftoning methods, dots are distributed manually. The artists tries to set dots randomly but in most cases with almost uniform point-to-point distances.
The technique allows artists to represent tone plus material of an object, thus such techniques are used by scientific illustrators when objects have to be printed in black and white while faithfully representing their surface details. An example from biology is shown in Fig. 3 .4, the surface of a bone is represented by the smooth arrangements of the dots, especially in the lighter areas almost uniform point-topoint distances are visible.
While in Fig. 3 .4 silhouette lines were also used, in the following we want to concentrate on how to distribute points with the necessary characteristics by means of computers.
So called Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations create dot distributions that arrange points in the desired manner. Du et al. [2] describe them thoroughly, an analysis of different configurations of such tessellations and corresponding energy levels are given in [5, 16] .
Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations for creating stipple patterns were introduced in [1, 17] . Other applications for such point sets are sampling [9] and numerical integration [18, 19] . In both cases the spectral characteristics of such sets (Blue Noise characteristics) are the reason for their usage.
Voronoi Tessellations and Lloyd Relaxation
Let us assume that we have n points S = s 1 , . . . , s n on our paper. The Voronoi cell V (s i ) of a point is the area around s i for which each additional point on the paper would be closer to s i than to any other point of the given set S. The regions of all points in S form a tessellation of the plane, meaning that they are pairwise distinct and jointly covering the entire plane.
Such tessellations are called the Voronoi diagrams VD(S) of S. Since a tessellation of the entire plane would have open Voronoi regions for the outer points of S, typically such regions are closed by intersecting them with a (rectangular) frame that encloses the given point set. This frame is our canvas on which the points are distributed.
Ordinary Voronoi Tessellations use the Euclidean metric as a distance function. Many other distance functions can be used. However, for the purpose of Stippling the Euclidean distance is sufficient since it is a "natural" distance function with an intuitive relation between value and perceived distance. 
with A i being the area of the Voronoi Cell and x i1 , x i2 , y i1 , y i2 the boundary of the cell. Such a Cendroidal Voronoi Tessellation is shown in Fig. 3 .5(b). The points are still almost at random but now with much less variance in their point to point distances.
Cendroidal Voronoi Tessellations can be achieved by applying the Lloyd relaxation to the points. This algorithm was invented by S. Lloyd in the 1960s at Bell Labs and later published in [11] . Each step of one iteration of this algorithm moves 
where α ∈ (0, 1] determines the speed of the movement. In the original algorithm α is set to one. The iteration is repeated until the movement of the points is below a given threshold. The CVT minimizes the following energy function, which measures the compactness of the Voronoi Regions (see [2] ):
This energy function sums up the integral of all quadratic distances of the points in a Voronoi Cell towards the corresponding point s i . This is minimal for compact regions with almost uniform aspect ratio, thereby approximating hexagons [2] . Furthermore, it implies an almost uniform distribution of point-to-point distances since these distances are maximized for compact regions. The Lloyd relaxation minimizes Eq. (3.4) and therefore can be used as a local optimization method for F . It moves the points into a distribution with almost uniform point-to-point distance. If continued for too long, it converges to a hexagonal distribution. This is not desired and typically iterating is stopped after a smaller number of steps.
Weighted Voronoi Tessellations
The Lloyd iteration distributes points in a uniform manner. However, for representing an input image we need varying density and thus have to find ways to modify the sizes of the Voronoi cells locally. Secord [17] published a variant of the iteration in which every point on the plane is assigned a weight in proportion to the needed point density (grayscale value).
For doing so, the definition of the moments from Sect. 3.1 is modified in order to encapsulate the weights: with ρ(x, y) being the density function that reflects the needed point density on the image. Parts of the equations can be precomputed, see [17] for details, and this allows for a fast computation of the integrals.
Let us have a look what can be produced with this simple optimization scheme. Since the method only moves points, an initial set has to be given. Usually one uses one of the above described halftoning methods and for every black pixel one dot is created. Figure 3 .6(a) shows such an initial point distribution for the face of a woman. If we apply the normal Lloyd Iteration for this point set, the points are spread over the entire drawing plane and all the details of the face are lost (cf. Fig. 3.6(b) ). In Fig. 3 .7(a) a weighted Centroidal Voronoi Tessellation is displayed. Here, in addition to the initial distribution the image itself was given to determine density and weights. Due to the weights the details of the face are captured better. If all points that are placed on white areas are removed the result looks similar to a stipple drawing (cf. Fig. 3.7(b) ). Finally, in Fig. 3 .8 the automatically stippled version of the bone of Fig. 3.4 is shown. Please note that this result is entirely automatic and no additional lines are inserted.
Beyond Stippling
In general, Lloyd's relaxation method can be applied to arbitrary objects, provided that their Voronoi Diagram can be calculated. For each object the center of gravity is determined. During iteration, the object is moved so that its center of gravity lies upon the center of gravity of its Voronoi Region. Additionally, objects can now be rotated (see Algorithm 3.3). Using these moments and mass centroids one is able to calculate the main inertia axes and the desired rotation angle ϕ for the object. The two-dimensional inertia tensor is given as
The eigenvalues of J form the maximal and the minimal inertia moments j 1 , j 2 :
The angle ϕ of the main inertia axis is the angle of the eigenvector v 1 of J which belongs to the eigenvalue j 1 :
(3.8) Figure 3 .9 shows an object with its main axes (solid arrows), its Voronoi cell and its main axes (dashed arrows). These axes are determined for each iteration and the object is rotated so that the axes match. This allows the user to set up the algorithm for the extension of Lloyd's relaxation that is able to incorporate object rotations. Within the process, it is assumed that first the mass centroid of the object is moved over the mass centroid of the corresponding Voronoi cell, and that the orientation is then adapted.
In Fig. 3 .10(a) a set of points and lines is shown. Applying the method an even distribution as shown in Fig. 3.10(b) is achieved. Please note that the iteration works well with the very badly distributed initial set shown in Fig. 3.10(a) .
The variants of the iteration can be mixed while working with an object set. Similar to what was proposed earlier [1] , an interactive editor was built that allows the user to model sets of objects in various ways. One can move objects, insert or delete them using a number of "brushes". A special variant of the editor allows the user to apply one or more steps of each variant of the iteration.
The editor also enables the user to generate mosaics [4] (for more detail see Chap. 10). Here, small tiles have to be arranged in order to follow important structures in the input image, also the tile size was reduced for important regions such as the eyes to enhance precision. Examples are found in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12.
Stippling by Example
The techniques described so far create stipple patterns with a single characteristicdespite the fact that artists most often develop variants of such a patterns according Fig. 3.11 A stipple illustration that uses different small objects as stipple marks. © Eurographics Association, used by permission Fig. 3.12 Computer-assisted mosaics using the modified Lloyd's relaxation. © Eurographics Association, used by permission to their own taste and style. It would, therefore, be desirable to create such stipple distribution patterns from examples given by the artists.
Such an approach was presented by Kim et al. [7] . For this work an example of a stipple drawing has to be given that incorporates different tonal values. In a first step patterns for a set of tonal values are extracted and their dot distribution is determined.
Since in hand-made stipple drawings the stipple marks have a variety of forms, such forms are extracted and stored together with the stipple distribution. A statistical analysis of the distribution [12] is used to find parameters for the stipple synthesis done on the basis of a texture synthesis algorithm. [7] approach. The grayscale image in Fig. 3.13(a) and the artistic stipple distribution in Fig. 3.13(b) is given Fig. 3.13(c) . In contrast to the standard solution using weighted Voronoi Stippling (see Fig. 3.13(d) ), the distribution of dots follows the characteristics of the input.
Another approach of stippling by example by Martín et al. [13, 14] does not look at the statistics of the stipple point distribution but, instead, at the resolution and scale at which the stipple dots are placed as well as the specific shape of the individual points. This technique addresses one of the limitations of the previous one by Kim et al. [7] -namely the inability of Kim et al.'s technique to produce the nice merging of stipple points in medium gray regions.
To address this issue, Martín et al. [13, 14] no longer treat the stipple points as black dots on a white background. Instead, they use grayscale scans of actual stipple points which they distribute based on halftoning. However, they also compute the correct resolution of stipple points on a paper of a given size, and use stipple dot scans of the appropriate pixel size so that the resulting scale-dependent images are produced for a given paper size (e.g., A4 or Letter paper). Moreover, due to the grayscale treatment, the grayscale stipple dots overlap and thus create the merging effects known from hand-made stippling. Interestingly, the randomized halftoning distributions that result from this process exhibit similar statistics as hand-made stippling, confirmed using Maciejewski et al.'s [12] distribution analysis. Figure 3 .14 shows an example of Martín et al.'s [13, 14] technique. Based on the input image in Fig. 3.14(a) , a grayscale stipple image was produced at 600 ppi for A5 size (Fig. 3.14(b) ), and the same stipple distribution was generated for the 1200 dpi black-and-white image in Fig. 3 .14(c). Notice that due to the scaledependence the same stipple dot scans and the same distribution is used for both images because they were produced for the same paper size-even though they have a different (pixel) resolution.
Structure-Aware Stippling
One issue raised, among others, also by Martín et al. [13, 14] is that low-level stipple placement is not sufficient for being able to produce high-quality illustrations. While Martín et al. analyze the stipple process by traditional stipple artist including such high-level processing, some authors have tried to incorporate higher-level processing into the NPR stippling pipeline (also compare some of the hatching techniques described in Chap. 4).
For example, Mould [15] transforms the input image into a regular graph whose edges are weighted according to the local gradient magnitude. Then, Mould uses a version of Dijkstra's algorithm to place stipple dots based on the graph. Next, Mould places the dots progressively along the frontiers of growing regions, which preserves the structure of meaningful artifacts such as edges in the images.
A related technique by Kim et al. [6] attempts to re-create the traditional hedcut illustration style which arranges stipples dots along lines for portraits of people. They first extract a line map and a tone map of the input image, then build a distance field and from that offset lines, and then use the extracted maps to optimize the placement of stipple dots. A different group of authors, Kim et al. [8] , extend the initial portrait stipple approach by adding perceptual depth cues to the stipple image. Kim et al. [8] extract the image edges as well as a number of isophote lines (i.e., lines of the same brightness) and use these, similar to Kim et al. [6] , as means to place stipple points. The isophote lines are extracted by quantizing the input image and extracting edges of identical color value. Based on the edge map and the isophote map, Kim et al. then produce a weighted distance map which they use to produce offset lines which, in turn, are used to place stipple points. Recently, Li and Mould [10] suggested another way for stipple rendering to take the input image's structure into account using structure-aware error distribution that also permits the user to control how many stipple points are being used. For this purpose, Li and Mould consider one pixel to be one stipple and provide means to reduce the number of stipples by increasing the positive and reducing the negative errors to avoid having to place too many stipples (on a regular grid). Both types of error result in less pixels and, thus, less stipples being placed. This approach results in a high degree of preservation of the structure in the input image, even if only relatively few stipple dots are being used to represent the input image. Moreover, Li and Mould [10] also describe a number of further adjustments that result in different effects such as screening using textures or patterns.
Conclusion
Stippling is a powerful but cumbersome illustration technique for scientific illustrators since it allows to represent grayscale values and texture at the same time. It is widely used in archeology and biology. Computer-generated stipple drawings allow the production of such illustrations, for example for scientific visualization purposes, much faster since automatic methods exist that mimic what artists do.
Data-driven methods use patterns created by artists. They enable to capture the style of an illustrator quite precisely. Such methods enable the computer to create a much larger variety of patterns with different spatial characteristics; however, the price is that we have to use much more complex methods.
